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Abstract: Switched-mode power supplies (SMPSs) are a relevant and widespread source of unsym-
metrical conducted emissions, as they feed various electrical appliances and information technology
equipment in office and residential contexts and, despite their low power rating, the limits are the
same as those of larger equipment. Given the peculiar emission waveform (mixing impulsive compo-
nents and switching components), assessment should be carried out with care to select parameters
that guarantee both the detection of the maximum level of emissions and a high level of repeatability
and reproducibility. A range of cases based on six different SMPS products was considered, exploring
both time- and frequency-domain characteristics, and identifying the most relevant phenomena and
advisable parameters choices. Typical behavior and suitable settings were exemplified with a range
of measured emission records: the Fourier time window length and EMI receiver dwell time were
considered, as well as the relevance of loading conditions to include in a comprehensive test program.
Such records were made available in a linked dataset to allow for replication of the experiments and
foster further findings and discussion.

Keywords: conducted emissions; electromagnetic compatibility; electromagnetic interference;
supraharmonics; switched-mode power supplies; transients

1. Introduction

Switched-mode power supplies (SMPSs) are extensively used to supply a wide range
of items of information technology, entertainment and audio products, electrical appliances
and telecommunications. They are deployed in large numbers within residential and light
industrial environments, connected to the low voltage (LV) mains: with their low power
rating, they have received little attention so far, but their large number hints that their
emission characteristics should be considered in more detail. SMPSs feature various power
conversion architectures but share common elements that make their input waveforms
look quite similar, distinguishing them from high-frequency content: the front-end input
stage is based on a simple single-phase rectifier, providing an internal DC-link voltage
characterized by a ripple at twice the mains frequency; the conversion process is based on
a two-leg (or four-leg) converter, feeding the high-frequency transformer with an almost
symmetrical waveform, swinging between the two extremes of the DC-link voltage and,
thus, exhibiting alternate polarity of the pattern of emissions. For a low power rating,
harmonic distortion limits might not be applied (see Section 7.1 of [1]) and there would be
no need for a power factor correction (PFC) stage in this case; a large amount of conducted
emissions and their variability with supply conditions can, in reality, be led back to the
PFC stage.

Focusing on unsymmetrical conducted emissions above the usual harmonic interval
(conventionally extended up to 2 kHz), the by-products of the switching process feature
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switching fundamentals of some tens of kilohertz and spread into the hundreds of kilo-
hertz and megahertz ranges. Besides the “classical” RF conducted emissions in the known
0.15–30 MHz frequency interval that is extensively regulated by the IEC, CISPR and CEN-
ELEC standards [2,3], in the last decade attention has been turned to include the frequency
interval below 150 kHz [4–10]: such an interval (named the “supraharmonics interval”)
extends sharply from 2 kHz, or 9 kHz for some in an attempt to include some CISPR
specifications [11], and is, in general, not currently regulated by specific electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) limits. Some standards [12–16] cover the 2–150 kHz interval, but not
explicitly SMPSs and other similar switching converters.

The most used methods for spectrum analysis and the assessment of conducted
emissions for this frequency range are both frequency- and time-domain based: the former
consist substantially of a frequency-domain sweep using a spectrum analyzer or EMI
receiver, while the latter may be summarized in Fourier-oriented approaches and improved
methods featuring a better control of time and frequency resolution (e.g., wavelet packet
decomposition). However, it was demonstrated that SMPS emissions feature specific signal
characteristics that deserve some amount of tuning and optimization of the methods in
order to get accurate, consistent and reliable results [17–19]. These characteristics can be
exemplified as a superposition of medium- and high-frequency components featuring
different stationarity and spectrum occupation properties and significant spectrum leakage
for the main transient impulsive components of the signal. SMPSs may feature different
modulation patterns implemented in different onboard regulator technologies so that the
behavior may be quite different in principle, although it is sensible that a broad division
into some main classes is attainable.

This work addresses this problem of classifying the behavior of SMPSs as far as
conducted emissions are concerned in order to derive general rules for signal processing
methods. The intention was to identify common characteristics and behaviors of SMPS-
conducted emissions to define the spectral characteristics of EMI signals with the objective
of showing optimized settings for time- and frequency-domain data, measured by means
of a digital sampling oscilloscope and an EMI receiver, respectively. The focus was on
the demonstration of some good practices and typical phenomena with a wide range of
experimental data, which were also made available in a dataset linked to the paper and
whose details are provided in Appendix A.

The work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the measurement setup and
the type of data that are acquired both for the time- and frequency-domain tests; these
data for the cases discussed in this work were made publicly available and accessible,
as described in Appendix A. Section 3 discusses the two techniques exemplifying the
variability of results in both the time and frequency domains, both using the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) (referring to parameters and settings already discussed in a
previous work [17]) and direct measurements with the EMI receiver (for which the focus
was on the effect of the dwell time). The large amount of data is organized by previewing
them in Section 4 for each of the six measured SMPSs and the three loading conditions
(no load and 25% and 90% of the nominal load), linking them to Appendix A, where the
dataset structure is explained. The considered frequency range between 2 kHz and 1 MHz
was characterized by supraharmonic disturbance and radiofrequency (RF) components,
with a wide range of different behaviors that well represent the mechanisms of emissions.

2. Selected SMPSs and Measurement Setup

A comprehensive set of SMPSs was considered and their conducted emissions were
measured in the time and frequency domains using the setup described below in Section 2.2.
SMPS tests were preceded by considerations of their characteristics and modes of opera-
tion, together with some insight into typical converter architectures, which are discussed
in Section 2.1.
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2.1. SMPS Operation and Characteristics

The tested SMPSs featured a 5 V or 12 V DC output (depending on model) and were
connected upstream to the LV mains, 230 V, 50 Hz. The rated power was limited to a few
tens of watts so that the output current was in the order of one or a few amperes. Their
characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the tested SMPSs: brand and model, no-load voltage and current delivered
to the load at the scheduled 25% and 90% load conditions.

Acronym SMPS Vno-load (V) I25%-load (A) I90%-load (A)

LW Lacie White (24 W) 12.94 0.51 1.83
LB Lacie Black (26.4 W) 11.75 0.47 1.72
KT KTEC (18 W) 12.19 0.37 1.43
SH Shenzhen Honor (18 W) 12.45 0.38 1.45
BA Balance (10 W) 5.212 0.51 1.94
KA Kario (10 W) 5.144 0.51 1.91

It may be observed that, in Table 1 the multiplication of the Vno-load and I25%-load
columns delivered approximately 26–27% of the rated load, as the internal voltage drop
was limited; at a large current for the 90% load condition, the actual voltage delivered to
the load was, in general, reduced relative to the no-load condition, despite the load voltage
regulation capability such that the direct multiplication of Vno-load and I90%-load gave a
power value above 90% and sometimes in excess of 100%.

The loading for each model was adjusted by connecting a series–parallel combination
of resistors with a metallic heatsink. The slight inductive characteristic of such low-value
resistors was not relevant to the determination of conducted emissions measured on the
AC mains port by means of a LISN (line impedance stabilization network).

Conversely, a minimum time interval for thermal stabilization was necessary in order
to have a stable load level and operating point of the SMPS between successive tests.
During the first test, it was evident that the thermal stabilization of the loading resistors
was reached in about 15–20 min with a satisfactory accuracy of some percent. Instead, the
internal mechanisms of emissions of each SMPS took much longer to stabilize, in the order
of 100–120 min for a fraction of decibels of target accuracy on the amplitude of the main
spectrum components.

The SMPS architectures were different, as well as the adopted modulation strategies.
Typical architectures are exemplified in Table 2, based also on available information from
the manufacturers [20,21]. They were used to generate one or more operating voltages from
an existing variable input voltage. When the input voltage was AC, they were combined to
give a half- or full-bridge converter. The SMPS converters examined in this paper were all
information technology equipment (ITE) power supplies and, thus, were all low-power
converters (<150 W).

Table 2. Basic architectures for SMPSs.

Power Switching Topology Galvanic Isolation

Low Buck (step-down) No
Low Boost (step-up) No
Low SEPIC (single-ended primary inductance converter) No
Low Flyback Yes
High Forward Yes
High Push–pull Yes

Switching and regulation methods can be broadly classified in terms of the conducted
emissions as “deterministic” and “randomized”; the former category refers to techniques
with fixed frequency switching, whereas the latter refers to techniques adopting some kind
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of spread-spectrum technique. This resulted in smaller, but fatter, peaks of emissions with
de facto spreading of the energy of the deterministic spectrum of emissions onto adjacent
frequency bins while preserving the total EMI energy since there was no attenuation. In
other words, the switching frequency set by the clock was manipulated to reduce the
peak energy and was distributed to other frequencies and their harmonics. There exist
several techniques that allow for a spread spectrum, for example, triangular analog dither,
pseudo-random, adaptive random spread spectrum and dual random spread spectrum,
each performing better at either low or high frequency [22–25]. In the triangular analog
dither, the switching frequency is swept within a limited range of about the nominal
value; this technique offers a good performance between 150 kHz and 30 MHz, with the
resolution bandwidth (RBW) requirement of 9 kHz. A drawback of this technique is that it
may generate audible noise. For the higher frequency bands, above 30 MHz, where the
RBW requirement is 120 kHz, pseudo-random modulation offers better performance. This
consists in changing the switching frequency pseudorandomly at every switching cycle in
order to generate a fast modulation that is closer to the 120 kHz RBW. Adaptive random
spread spectrum changes the modulation frequency at the end of each ramp with the
purpose of reducing the audible tone generated by dithering with a fixed frequency. Dual
random spread spectrum improves the high-frequency performance of adaptive random
spread spectrum: it minimizes the peak EMI in multiple frequency bands by adding
pseudorandom cycle-by-cycle dithering on top of the randomly changing triangular profile.

2.2. Setup for Time- and Frequency-Domain Measurements

Conducted emissions were measured at the AC side where the SMPS was connected
to the AC mains through an LISN, achieving two objectives: the normalization of the
mains impedance, thus ensuring the reproducibility of results in compliance with the
EMC standards for RF conducted emissions, and filtering out disturbances originating
somewhere in the network and propagating to the 230 V socket. The LISN is a well-
known 3-port network, with a π-cell featuring two shunt capacitive branches and one series
inductor that implements the desired impedance curve for the main power flow between
the AC mains and the equipment under test. The LISN is compliant with CISPR 16-1-2 for
V-networks with an impedance in the frequency range 9 kHz to 30 MHz with a maximum
deviation of 20% and is a periodically calibrated piece of equipment. The output signal
for the measuring equipment (either a digital sampling oscilloscope or an EMI receiver)
is derived from the second capacitive branch, which is indeed an RC branch, where the
resistive value is adjusted to the asymptotic value of the impedance curve, and, at the
same time, also the input impedance of the measuring instrument. Details of the circuit
arrangements and connections are shown in Figure 1. Photos of the tested SMPSs and the
experimental setup are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental setup: SMPS under test and its DC variable load, LISN (line
impedance stabilization network), 50 Ω impedance matching, high-pass filter (1 kHz cutoff) and
low-pass filter (2 MHz cutoff), digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) and EMI receiver.
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The LISN output y0 was thus connected as follows:

• Either to an 8-bit DSO with a sampling rate of 10 MSa/s (ensuring that the target
frequency interval of 2–150 kHz could be achieved in terms of the sampling time and
record length);

• Or to an EMI receiver with a peak detector, followed by max hold and dwell time
ranging between 1 and 200 ms.

The DSO measurement chain was equipped with three additional elements:

• A 50 Ω impedance-matching barrel Rm to implement the mentioned 50 Ω loading of
the capacitive branch of the LISN;

• An anti-aliasing low-pass filter R1C1, which was designed starting from a maximum
frequency of 1 MHz (positioning its cutoff frequency one octave above at 2 MHz, which
was very compatible with the said sampling frequency of 10 MHz) and exploiting the
input capacitance of the DSO channel (found to be quite accurate and stable at 15 pF),
thus resulting in a resistive value R1 = 1.5 kΩ (negligible in terms of the voltage drop
in series to the 1 MΩ input resistance of the DSO);

• A high-pass filter C2R2 that further attenuated the 50 Hz mains fundamental and
its harmonics and designed around a resistive value large enough not to disturb the
impedance matching and to remarkably influence the low-pass filter (set to 5 kΩ) and
a resulting series capacitance C2 with a negligible reactance over the desired frequency
interval. The use of a high-pass filter is supported by the suggested increase of the
decoupling factor in [26] and confirmed by [27] for similar measurements.

3. Discussion of the Form of Data and Their Variability
3.1. Apparent Characteristics of Time-Domain Waveforms

In general, impulsive conducted emissions caused by switching events are located at
zero crossings of the mains sinusoidal voltage; it was observed that at high load power
levels, additional pulses were located with 3.5–4.5 ms delay, approximately anticipating the
maximum of the voltage sinusoidal waveform. The signal y1 at the DSO input (qualitatively
similar to the signal y0, as provided at the LISN output) was an intermittent waveform,
deprived of the 50 Hz mains voltage component and its low-order harmonics, not only
as a matter of safety but also to improve the dynamic range. The zero-mean AC-coupled
high-pass filtered signal was characterized by a main pulse followed by rapid oscillations,
as shown in Figure 3. The instantaneous oscillation frequency was in the order of 20–30 kHz
and was in relation to the internal switching frequency; the repetition rate followed the
rectified voltage ripple at 100 Hz, twice the mains frequency.
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Figure 3. Typical time-domain waveform of an SMPS at the high-pass filtered LISN output measured
as the DSO input signal y1: (a) pattern repetition every 10 ms with alternated polarity for KT-P25;
(b) 4 records, 2 for the positive half-period and 2 for the negative half-period, for LB-P90, showing
correspondence for the main pulses but were different in terms of oscillation frequency and damping.

The AC-coupled waveforms shown in Figure 3b highlight a fundamental problem of
the uniformity and stability of SMPS behavior with respect to unsymmetrical emissions: the
two 10 ms windows of odd and even order show a different time response as if the parasitics
and circuit reactive elements were different; the waveforms for two 10 ms windows of
the same type (either both odd or both even) did not perfectly overlap, with some minor
discrepancies at some points. Thus, it is understood that the repeatability of unsymmetrical
emissions is a relevant point, even in perfectly identical environmental conditions, as it can
be over some tens of milliseconds. For this reason, the minimum observation time to derive
a reliable frequency spectrum representation must be extended to several 10 ms periods, in
the order of 50–100 ms.

Regarding the distribution of switching pulses and other components along the funda-
mental period, the acquired signals were processed to scale the 50 Hz component during
post-processing for display purposes, as shown in Figure 4.

The waveforms plotted in Figure 4 show a significant agreement in the position of the
main pulse that was caused by the PFC stage. The slight shift observable in some of the
curves (where the red and blue curves do not perfectly overlap) was caused by slightly
different DSO trigger points.

The peculiar phenomenon occurring in the White SMPS (LW) in large-load conditions
(Figure 4a) is shown enlarged in Figure 5, where slightly more than 28 high-frequency
switching periods repeated in a timespan of 0.5 ms, indicating a switching frequency of
about 56 kHz.

3.2. Basic Post-Processing Methods for the Analysis of Spectral Characteristics

Spectral characteristics of emissions may be evaluated by either directly measuring in
the frequency domain or by applying a time-to-frequency transformation to time-domain
data, such as STFT, or alternative approaches, such as wavelet transform and empirical
mode decomposition [18]. For simplicity and generality, STFT is applied in the following
to the same time-domain data that were anticipated in Section 3.1 and then reported
in Section 4.1.
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As discussed in [17], the various STFT options and parameters represent a source
of uncertainty for the spectral amplitude estimate: the approach followed here is that of
using a flat-top window that maximized amplitude reading at the expense of a slightly
reduced frequency resolution. For ease of interpretation, the base frequency resolution
∆f was chosen to be equal to 100 Hz, leading to a transformation window T = 10 ms.
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Shorter windows maximize the amplitude estimate for impulsive components that are time
localized (short time support), as shown in the sketch of Figure 6, at the expense of a larger
variability while sweeping the entire record [17]. Such variability makes it compulsory to
undertake max-hold post-processing of the STFT results calculated using such a shorter
time window in order to remove the window-to-window variability and produce more
stable and consistent estimates. In addition, despite the use of the flat-top smoothing
window, the use of a short window length caused larger spectral leakage since the cutting
of signal windows often occurs at positions where the signal amplitude is significant and
cannot be optimized by looking for points with almost null amplitude (such those intervals
between main pulses). Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 6b, short well-positioned time
windows can be used to identify transient emissions that become diluted and result in
lower amplitude when analyzed with the longer, although more stable, 10 ms window.
Such short-duration emissions may be relevant as a disturbance to, e.g., data transmission
protocols (e.g., a serial data line) whose clock and data transmission rate is much faster
than the window rather than configuring as a classical disturbance over tens or hundreds
of milliseconds (as specified by CISPR and exemplified by the use of quasi-peak detector in
frequency domain).
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The equivalence between the STFT spectra and the EMI receiver frequency scans was
not immediate, although there was an apparent correspondence between the frequency
resolution ∆f for the former and RBW for the latter. The reason was that, although the
choice may be made such that ∆f = RBW, the EMI receiver has one degree of freedom in
almost independently selecting the dwell time (DT), that is, the time interval used to carry
out the reading at each frequency bin under the selected aperture represented by the RBW
value. Instead, the STFT resolution ∆f is uniquely related to the transformation window,
which is the amount of time over which the “observation” of the signal is carried out. This
degree of freedom does not come for free and, as a consequence, an EMI receiver scan may
last much longer than an STFT operation.

Seen the other way round, the EMI receiver reading at each frequency bin never uses
the “same” signal, but “similar” occurrences of the input signal y1 coming from the LISN;
the degree of similarity is influenced by the stationarity characteristics of the signal itself.
Assuming that the variability of the signal frame after frame is not so significant (see, e.g.,
Figure 3b), a limited amount of dwell time is necessary to collect a reliable representation
of spectral occurrences at each given frequency bin.

As already observed, a minimum dwell time must be ensured for the signal to pass
through all its transient components and repeat itself at the next base period (in principle,
20 ms, but reducible to 10 ms with some approximation). Such a dwell time ensures
consistent measurement of spectral amplitude, increasing the estimate toward the expected
maximum amplitude (incoming values at each frequency bin are cumulated with a max-
hold peak detector).

However, long waiting times will increase the probability of capturing less frequent
transient emissions, which have been observed for some SMPSs, especially at the largest
tested loading (90%). The side effect is a “noisy” spectrum profile, affected by spikes here
and there, looking like narrowband emissions because they occur at single frequency bins
while sweeping, but are not repeatable, in that they will occur at different frequency bins if
the scan is repeated.

The effects of different dwell-time values below and above the reference 10 ms interval
are shown in Figure 7, together with the mentioned spikes, which was particularly evident
for the LB-P90 scenario (Figure 7a), but also the SH-P90 case (Figure 7c).
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4. Unprocessed Reference Data

As observed in Section 2, data obtained with this measurement setup consist of both
time- and frequency-domain vectors, measured by means of DSO and EMI receivers,
respectively. It is once more underlined that time-domain data allow for more flexible
post-processing, whereas EMI receiver scans are a useful reference for comparison, besides
still being endorsed by EMC standards.

The reported results in this section document the observed emissions as completely as
possible, allowing users to repeat the discussed processing methods, possibly improving
parameters settings and exploring new approaches. Such results, which are available as a
separate dataset (described in more detail in Appendix A), consist of the following:

• Time-domain waveforms, where signal details in various operating conditions are
shown to provide a first visual assessment of signal characteristics, also to better
understand the behavior of the processed data; data were sampled at 10 MHz and
low-pass filtered for anti-aliasing exigency at 2 MHz, ensuring they are fully valid up
to 1 MHz.

• EMI receiver scans similarly extending up to 1 MHz and using an RBW value of
200 Hz, which is compatible with requirements of EMC standards for the 9–150 kHz
interval; the adopted dwell time was 1 ms.

4.1. Time-Domain Waveforms

Excerpts of high-pass-filtered time-domain traces lasting for 20 ms are shown
overlapped for 0%, 25% and 90% load conditions for each of the six SMPSs, shown in
Figure 8, were used to evaluate macroscopic changes at various load conditions. These
traces for a total duration of 200 ms represent the time-domain dataset (in brief, the
“TD-dataset”).

Two SMPSs were then selected to show the macroscopic repeatability of waveforms in
different 20 ms intervals under the same load conditions. The results are shown in Figure 9,
where ten such intervals are plotted overlapped without distinction (all traces are black and
an indication of variability is the imperfect overlapping, as highlighted by the broadening
of traces).
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Figure 9. Ten successive 20 ms windows overlapped to show time variability of waveform portions:
(a) Lacie Black P25, (b) Lacie Black P90, (c) KTEC P25 and (d) KTEC P90.

The overlapped waveforms reported in Figure 9 confirmed that the shape and position
of the main pulse were quite stable, whereas oscillations occurring at other time positions
during the 50 Hz period were subject to variability, as evident in particular around ±7 ms
and ±3 ms. This indicated some variability in the medium frequency range, up to what is
appreciable by simply inspecting time-domain waveforms, in contrast with the fair stability
of the low-frequency components (for which variability of spectrum amplitude is caused
by the adopted time window T, with such components being of the impulsive type).

4.2. Frequency-Domain Spectra

Frequency-domain spectra were acquired with the EMI receiver for the three load
conditions of no load (0%) and 25% and 90% of the nominal load. The profiles reported
in Figure 10 are available in the FD-dataset, as described in Appendix A. The displayed
frequency range in Figure 10 is limited to 150 kHz to improve the visibility.
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The measured spectra provided information on some important points:

• No-load emissions (green curve) could sometimes and for some frequency intervals
be larger than curves for the other test conditions such that no load is an important
operating condition to include in a test program; see, in particular, Figure 10a, where
there was a consistent increase of about 10 dB above 20 kHz, with the appearance of
many secondary components.

• In general high-load (90%) emissions were larger than medium-load (25%) ones, as
was quite evident in almost all cases shown in Figure 10 and, in particular, Figure 10c,
where the benefits of random modulation were significantly reduced.

• The 25% condition, however, presented some secondary emissions that were not
visible in the high-load condition, as evident in Figure 10e,f.

5. Conclusions

This work discusses the behavior of a large set of switched-mode power supplies
regarding unsymmetrical conducted emissions measured by means of an LISN connected
to a digital sampling oscilloscope (by means of a cascaded impedance matching stage,
high-pass filter and low-pass filter) or directly to an EMI receiver.
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Time-domain and frequency-domain data were considered to highlight the most
evident characteristics and to guide aware, not to say correct, post-processing based on
short-time Fourier transform, with reference to past work that has thoroughly quantified
the effects of parameters such as overlap percentage and the choice of tapering window [17].
More in detail, the effects of deterministic and random modulation were demonstrated,
as well as the behaviors at various loading conditions, enabling the selection of adequate
measurement and post-processing settings. Some new recommendations for measurement
and post-processing are given as follows.

Regarding time-domain measurements, the contribution of the PFC stage to the con-
ducted emissions showed scaling of the 50 Hz component and superposing the recorded
high-pass filtered signal during post-processing. Moreover, it was shown that short well-
positioned time windows could help with individuating transient emissions more effec-
tively than when longer windows were used: in fact, the traces with blue nuance in
Figure 10 show a large variability for all transient and broadband components, whereas,
for narrowband components, the amplitude was much more stable and corresponded to
the red trace obtained with a longer window, equal to the repetition interval of 10 ms. In
those cases where transient emissions are of concern (e.g., to evaluate disturbance to some
kind of communication system), such shorter time windows should be used.

Regarding the EMI receiver measurements, the effect of the dwell time on the measured
spectra was presented. A longer permanence on each spectrum bin to cumulate readings
to feed to the used peak detector provided larger and more accurate amplitude estimates;
however, this increased the probability of capturing glitches, increasing the presence of
outliers and giving more irregular shapes to the spectrum. Optimal values should be longer
than the repetition time of 10 ms, in particular, when reading components related to the
periodic impulsive transient; values longer than, e.g., 50 ms significantly increased the
presence of outliers.

It is also observed that different load conditions should be taken into account in a
test program for SMPS and similar equipment. In fact, although the high-load (90% case)
emission peaks were generally the largest, for some SMPSs, no-load emissions were larger
than the 25% and 90% loads in specific frequency ranges. Moreover, the 25% load condition
produced some secondary emissions that were not present in the 90% load, although it
was not a strictly necessary test condition to capture the largest emissions. Test conditions
should in reality replicate the expected use and operating conditions of the DUT in its final
application and it was demonstrated that both low- and high-load conditions were relevant
to the conducted emissions and should be replicated.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/electronics11040591/s1. The data presented in this study are
available in this article as supplementary files named “TD-dataset” and “FD-dataset”.
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and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Appendix A

The paper is accompanied by a dataset whose data were previewed in Section 4 and
that are organized as follows.

A dataset “TD-dataset” of time-domain waveforms recorded for the six SMPSs using
the 8-bit DSO, sampling at 10 MHz for a duration of 200 ms (2 million samples for each
waveform; the tested loading conditions were 0%, 25% and 90%). Files are in CSV (comma-
separated value) format: one file is the header (not strictly necessary) and the other with

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/electronics11040591/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/electronics11040591/s1
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the word “wfm” is the array of numeric values (readily available without any conversion
factor and with an implicit sample time of 100 ns).

A dataset “FD-dataset” of frequency-domain spectra measured with an EMI receiver
set to RBW = 200 Hz and dwell time of 1 ms; the scanned frequency interval was 2 kHz to
1 MHz with several samples compatible with the internal EMI receiver memory. Files are in
ASCII format with extension.dat; in each file there is a 25-line header and data begin at line
26 with pairs of values providing the frequency in Hz and amplitude in dBµV; the file then
has some lines at the end of the numeric values that are unnecessary and can be discarded.

Datasets are provided in two zip files containing the data files named with the follow-
ing scheme:

• Name of SMPS: BALANCE, BLACK, KARIO, KTEC, SHENZEN, WHITE;
• Load level: 0A (no load), P25 (25% of nominal load) and P90 (90% of nominal load).
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